
CREATIVITY
PACK

EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO CREATE... 

your clay 

plant pot

WE ARE AN ARTS CHARITY
BASED IN SHEFFIELD, 
WE AIM TO CELEBRATE
AND CONNECT
COMMUNITIES THROUGH
ART AND CREATIVITY.



YOU CAN ALSO GET IN TOUCH WITH US BY EMAILING
ENQUIRIES@IGNITEIMAGINATIONS.ORG.UK

WWW.IGNITEIMAGINATIONS.ORG.UK OR SEARCH FOR US ON SOCIAL MEDIA. 

Take your clay out of the cling film. Lay the cling film out on the table
because you will need to work on top of it.

Tear a small lump of your clay off and put this to one side to save for
later. Now take your large (remaining) lump of clay and place it on top
of the cling film. Use your hands to flatten the clay like a pancake.

Next, take the plastic cup and wrap your clay pancake around the
outside of it to create your plant pot. You will need to sculpt it into
place by pulling bits off to make it fit around your plastic cup. Place
any bits of clay that you do pull off with your small clay lump. 

Now its time to make your plant pot face. Use your small clay lump to sculpt a nose, eyes, lips
and ears for your plant pot. Make sure that when you add these features, or any extra bits of
clay, that you push the edges into the main clay plant pot to make sure they do not fall off. If
you have any spare clay you could add some earrings, hair, rosy cheeks etc.

Now using your clay knife, draw lines to add features onto your clay plant pot. You might draw
some eyebrows, a moustache and hair. 

Let's plant your seeds! Pour the soil in the plant pot and then gently press the seeds into the
soil, without covering them up. Water a little.

Place your plant pot on the piece of paper and leave it to dry. Make sure you place your plant
pot near sunlight to help your seeds grow and continue to water little by little. When the basil
grows you will be able to eat the leaves. Yummy!
Well done and enjoy!

INSTRUCTIONS
Ignite Imaginations advise that this activity should be carried out under the supervision of an adult 
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